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Executive Summary
In PERRON (Enhanced Pedestrian Routing and Navigation as well as Walkability Assessment
of Pedestrian Ways) the quality of pedestrian ways and road crossing behavior is explicitly
included in algorithms to improve pedestrian navigation. This report summarizes the main
contributions within the dedicated research fields as well as the main results from all activities
achieved within the three years´ project duration (2014 – 2017). The main objectives in
PERRON were to:
• Improve pedestrian navigation by bringing it to a more detailed and realistic level.
• Provide patterns for road crossing, routing algorithms and navigation using sidewalks
instead of road networks.
• Develop methods for generating and presenting pedestrian navigation instructions using
commonly available map data.
• Follow a user-centered design process by actively involving end users within iterative
design and evaluation phases.
For enhancing the quality of pedestrian ways, pedestrian quality needs were gathered and
applied to the routing and navigation algorithms. Data collection methods were developed and
existing concepts further refined. Regarding road crossing patterns for road crossing at nondedicated crosswalks were identified. Based on these patterns, routing algorithms were
developed, implemented and evaluated in an intermodal context.
A novel landmark-based pedestrian navigation model was developed using open data from
OpenStreetMap, which is available globally and free of charge. Contributions cover algorithms
for extraction, weighing, and selection of landmarks based on their suitability, as well as the
generation of landmark-based navigation instructions for a given pedestrian route.
User interface designs for the PERRON Android client application were implemented in an
iterative way accordant to a predefined evaluation plan. From the early user interface mock ups
to the fully integrated navigation app, overall 90 users were involved in a user centered design
approach throughout the project duration to evaluate specific aspects of the developed
approaches.
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1. Project Overview
The overall goal of the PERRON project is to improve pedestrian navigation by bringing it to a
more detailed and realistic level that suits pedestrian needs. In today’s commonly available
navigation tools, pedestrians are routed on road networks with navigation instructions designed
for cars. However, pedestrians should use sidewalks wherever possible and profit from enhanced
navigation instructions containing landmark information. Within the project the following
objectives have been defined and addressed by project activities:
Objective 1: Apply and validate a model of pedestrian quality needs in selected areas in public
space. For the purpose of gaining quality related data, data collection methods are developed and
existing concepts further refined. Based on existing methods, a routing algorithm is developed
taking into account the quality of pedestrian ways.
Objective 2: Identify patterns for road crossing at non-dedicated crosswalks and based on the
patterns, develop and evaluate a routing algorithm in an intermodal context.
Objective 3: Develop methods for generating and presenting pedestrian navigation instructions
using commonly available data to meet the needs of pedestrians.
The project lasted from October 2014 until September 2017 involving a consortium of four
partners:
• Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH, Vienna, Austria (AIT) (Coordinator)
• United Institute of Informatics Problems, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus,
Minsk, Belarus (UIIP)
• Institut für Automation und Kommunikation e.V. Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany
(IFAK)
• Fluidtime Data Services GmbH, Vienna, Austria (FLU)
In the following sections of the document the main activities and outcomes of the project are
summarized. For more details the interested reader might refer to the respective publications
and/or deliverable reports published on the project website (see Section 6.1) or contact the
project consortium.
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2. Routing and Quality of Pedestrian Ways
2.1 Quality of Pedestrian Ways
Pedestrians’ route choices are affected by a number of parameters. Although the distance is the
most important determinant other categories such as quality of pedestrian facilities are relevant.
These categories usually include: safety, accessibility, attractiveness and comfort, although more
categories might exist. Additionally, there are soft factors such as social forces, trip purpose and
moods that have an impact on individual route choices. Further, trade-offs between distance and
quality exist.
Within PERRON for each of the identified quality categories a set of factors have been
identified to be used for evaluation of the considered pedestrian network. The selection was
carried out with respect to physical measurability. The quality attributes have been brought
together to the quality categories safety, attractiveness and comfort. The quality attributes as
listed in Table 1 are elementary properties characterizing a way segment within the pedestrian
network.
For the calibration of the model of pedestrian quality, by means of the model elaborated within
the COST-358 Pedestrian Quality Needs project, the quality of pedestrian facilities has been
attributed to the pedestrian network so that a route search, taking account of both distance and
quality, accurately simulates pedestrian’s route choice under defined conditions.
Criteria

Attribute

Relevance

Safety

Lighting

high (night only)

Speed

middle

Traffic Volume

middle

Shared Cycle- and Footway

middle

Access/Space shared with motor vehicles

high

Pedestrian Zone

high

Amenity (Shop, Restaurant, ...)

high

Access/Space shared with motor vehicles

middle

Sights

high

Traffic (Noise + Traffic Volume + Speed)

high

Vegetation

high

Traffic (Noise + Traffic Volume + Speed)

high

Vegetation

middle

Sidewalk Width

high

Access/Space shared with motor vehicles

middle

Infrastructure (Toilets, Benches, ...)

high

Attractiveness

Comfort

(Connectivity)
Public Transport, Car rent, Bike rent/sharing
high
Table 1: Quality criteria and attributes relevant in the PERRON pedestrian routing model
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Subsequently, based on OpenStreetMap (OSM), maps for two urban and/or rural demonstration
and evaluation areas Vienna and Magdeburg were completed in terms of sidewalks, dedicated
crosswalks (zebra crossings and crosswalks at signaled intersections) and further quality aspects.
Finally, pedestrian quality attributes for both networks have been calculated.
Another task dealt with handling distance and quality of pedestrian routes adequately. Each way
segment is associated with two numerical parameters – distance and quality. The approach is to
consider a single aggregated objective function being a weighted linear combination of distance
and quality. The weights could be assigned by the user as a proportion between distance and
quality, for example, 80:20. The resulting route is supposed to account for 80% of the minimum
distance and 20% of the maximum quality.
Finally, toward the validation of the model of pedestrian quality, the defined model has been
applied to the selected areas in Vienna and Magdeburg. Hereby, the quality attributes and
categories of a set of sample routes have been compared to the users’ feelings.

2.2 Road Crossing and Integrated Routing
With the definition of technical requirements, the system architecture and the interfaces between
the routing component, to the navigation component, to the smartphone app as well as the public
transport routers have been specified.
By systematically examining crosswalk patterns, a method has been developed which calculates
a value for any location on the road network representing how safe it is for pedestrians to cross
the road there. Regarded parameters are – among others – the width of the road to be crossed,
the speed of the vehicles as well as the traffic volume. The developed measure is called Safety
Index.
A suitable routing method has been conceptually developed. In general, the approach follows a
single aggregated objective function being a weighted linear combination of distance and
quality, whereas the safety values of the crossings are considered as the quality values.
Subsequently, all related concepts have been fully implemented, such that OSM data files could
be read, parsed and converted into a data structure as the base for the route search algorithm.
The generated graph no longer represents roads but sidewalks and pedestrian paths only. At
roads with sidewalks on both sides, crossings have been integrated fix with regular distances.
Squares are regarded by using the visibility approach, which intends to connect every node of
the square’s outline with all other nodes of the square’s outline. Besides the distance, all
segments of the graph contain values for all quality attributes and categories which have been
automatically extracted. Crossings as special cases have a safety index value instead.
Additionally, timetable information systems in Vienna and Magdeburg have been integrated.
Finally, technical tests have been performed in order to prove the correct functioning of the
implemented routing method. This comprised the algorithm itself, the data structures and the
interfaces between the components.
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3. Pedestrian Navigation: Landmark-based Instructions
A novel landmark-based pedestrian navigation model was developed using open data from
OpenStreetMap, which is available globally and free of charge. Contributions cover algorithms
for extraction, weighing, and selection of landmarks based on their suitability, as well as the
generation of landmark-based navigation instructions for a given pedestrian route. The resulting
navigation instruction information can be further visualized in client applications. Furthermore,
device requirements influencing the performance of pedestrian navigation systems on smart
devices were investigated.

3.1 Data Requirements Definition
In a first step data requirements for pedestrian routing, assessment of pedestrian way quality, as
well as landmark-based navigation were collected. This includes translating technical and user
requirements into specific map data requirements to ensure that the necessary information is
made available. The “Checklist for Map Completion” provides a checklist and guidelines for the
completion of the OpenStreetMap (OSM) map in the PERRON test sites to provide a good data
basis for pedestrian routing, assessment of pedestrian way quality, as well as landmark-based
navigation. The data preparation steps have been performed for the two PERRON test sites in
Vienna, Austria and Magdeburg, Germany. Furthermore, to generate an initial ranking of
landmark categories, which can be derived from OSM, expert input was collected and further
refined using existing literature.

3.2 Navigation Instruction Generator (NIG)
AIT developed a method which generates navigation instructions for pedestrians. These
navigation instructions make use of the pedestrian routing graph and combines it with landmark
information. The result is a complete workflow from landmark database preparation to
algorithms for generating the landmark navigation instructions. The NIG method has been
implemented within the prototypical PERRON system. The steps of the implemented navigation
instruction generation process are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extracting decision point candidates along the route
Filtering & merging of decision point candidates
Determining crossing types
Splitting the route into episodes between decision points
Merging of episodes
Selecting landmarks for decision points
Computing instructions per episode
Generating internationalized text for instructions

NIG development followed a test-driven approach, that is, many unit tests defining expected
decision points, episodes, and navigation instructions for short exemplary routes were written
before the relevant NIG components were implemented. In addition, a tool for visual debugging
arbitrary user-defined routes (Figure 1) was used during the development to identify problems.
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Figure 1: Visual debugging tool showing navigation instructions as text, the location of decision
points (black circles), landmarks (black stars), and street crossings (black thick lines)

Results have been disseminated successfully at multiple international conferences (including
Walk21 2015, GI_Forum 2015 and 2016, FOSS4G 2016, LBS 2016, and AGILE 2017) and
preliminary results have also been shared with the related FP7 project CAP4Access:
http://myaccessible.eu/myaccessible-eu-meets-perron/. A summarizing journal publication is
planned for the future.

3.3 Device Requirements
The requirement analysis and resource management of smart devices comprised the
investigation for best resource management on Android devices, specifically concerning the use
of locations and the effect on battery life. Main requirements were addressed, i.e. ensuring
optimal location accuracy while best preserving battery life. The consortium is aware that there
is a trade-off that has to be decided. The outcome of the investigation proposes trade-offs
between battery efficiency and accuracy of signal reception which was considered in the
resulting proof-of-concept.
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4. User Interface and Interaction
In the project, an approach for information provision based on multi sensual information was
developed including the design of the user interaction concepts and the implementation of a
proof-of-concept integrating the components of client and server environment, the footpath
router according to the refined quality criteria, road crossing and integrated routing as well as
the navigation instruction generator as a basis for conducting user studies. The developed
concepts were continuously improved based on the evaluation results from user studies and
expert feedback.

4.1 User Interaction Concepts
A research on information provision was done which reviews systems for navigation
instructions (HERE maps, Google maps, Apple maps, Walc.me) and interaction concepts. The
outcome was used to derive the best concepts from this analysis to design and develop a
prototype for pedestrian landmark-based routing that is both satisfactory in functionality as well
as in interactions.
Consequently, wireframes for the mobile application and the wearable interface were developed,
evaluated and improved. The design was adapted. Click dummies outlining the pedestrian
navigation were created for first expert-based evaluation. For this a clickable interface prototype
was
made
available
online
by
Fluidtime
under
https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/YB56NIN6K#/screens.
A Checklist for design decisions based on feedback from (1) Expert review, (2) internal
workshop with AIT and (3) a user questionnaire was delivered to partners illustrating realized
design improvements in the user interface and interaction concept (see Figure 2). A respective
interface design for the smartwatch interaction is available (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: Screenflow excerpt for the navigation with the PERRON app
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Figure 3: Screenflow excerpt for Smartwatch (Motorola Moto360)

4.2 Integration
At end of year 2 the concept and architecture for the technical implementation were in place.
Additionally, an EFA routing interface for Magdeburg (Germany) was developed by the partner
IFAK. A Review of Server Responses from IFAK routing interface was conducted by FLU.
Accordant feedback for the implementation of the EFA XML Scheme was provided to IFAK.
The routing format including pedestrian navigation which was developed by AIT was reviewed
by FLU. FLU extended the data exchange between the server and mobile devices. Work had
started on the development of server artefacts.
In year 3 the proof-of-concept native android application was developed and connected to the
server system in order to present the generated route and the corresponding individualized
navigation instructions to the pedestrians and to allow interaction of the user with the system.
An iterative development approach ensured that feedback from expert reviews, end-to-end tests
as well as the field trials was considered and the POC continuously improved. Figure 5 gives an
overview of the application design and the route search.
The routes for all quality criteria are calculated and shown in different colours on the map (see
Figure 5). The user can highlight each route by switching to the according quality criteria icon
above the map.
After starting the navigation, the map is shown advising the directions towards the user’s
destination in audio and text. (see Figure 6).

Figure 4: Proof-of-concept splashscreen and route search
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Figure 5: Route results for different quality criteria

Figure 6: Navigation

With technical client tests and end-to-end tests, the correct functionality of the whole service
chain (all integrated components as well as the client application) was assessed in a laboratory
setting as well as in the field. The results were fed back into the relevant implementation tasks,
analysed and prioritized to ensure best possible improvement in every iteration. Additionally,
the application crash reports and server logfiles were analysed and mitigation measures were
taken to reduce the impact on the project.
The main issues identified by the tests were:
• Weak GPS reception
• Rotating map when not moving
• Missing information about the ideal public transport entrance/exit for route calculation
• Changes of external interfaces
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5. User-Centered Design and Evaluations
One objective in the project was to design and evaluate the developed navigation concepts,
components and approaches with regard to all relevant criteria and under active user
involvement.

5.1 User Groups and Route Quality Criteria
As a first step, user requirements for the PERRON project from all relevant perspectives and
considering the needs of all user groups were gathered. According to related literature and the
results from a conducted online survey involving 175 respondents, we targeted 3 user groups
and walking scenarios:
• Smart phone power user: Younger people usually text and read on their phones while
crossing. This might result in unsafe situations. Implication: Supporting them through
routes with crosswalks or traffic lights for a safer crossing. o Persuade them to pay
attention to the traffic
• Unfamiliarity with the area: We assume that they have different motives for using
navigation systems (other than saving time). Sightseeing might play an essential role for
them. Consequently, we assume joy of exploring a city without getting instructions from
the smart phone device is essential to ensure an optimal user experience. Navigation
instructions are given only by demand.
• Shopping purpose: Our survey results suggest that the main mode of transportation for a
shopping trip is walking. We assume that people have several shopping destinations
within the same trip.
User workshops were organized to investigate quality criteria for route choices and landmark
perception and preferences. We asked the participants to group selected factors that were
assumed to influence route choices into any number of categories. To determine landmark
identification strategies in the city of Vienna, we created two short videos (landmark-rich,
landmark scarce environment) and presented these to participants. The results flow into the
decision on route quality criteria prioritization and weighting as well as into the development of
the landmark-based instruction calculation and communication. We additionally defined the test
sites selected in Germany and Austria for the field trials. To this end, we collected information
related to safety parameters, street-crossing behaviour, or information about routing preferences.

5.2 Iterative Evaluations
By end of the iterative design phase 60 representatives of the target group of pedestrians have
been involved in user studies throughout the project duration (see Table 2). User feedback was
continuously discussed with partners toward final improvement of all components in the project.
Navigation
Instructions

Heuristic
Evaluation

Speech
Quality Study

Outdoor UX
Study

Field Trial
AT, DE

User
involvement

12 power users

3 usability
experts

20 power users

26 power users

10 - 15 power
users

Focus of
research

Acceptance
(content)

Usability
(content,
presentation)

Usability,
acceptance
(presentation)

User
experience
(overall), Way
quality

User
experience
(overall), Way
quality

Table 2: Overview of realized user and experts studies within the PERRON project
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In the following the main user involvement activities and selected results in the different project
phases are summarized:
User Study on Navigation Instructions
A user study was conducted involving users who had to walk predefined routes in the first
district of Vienna. Participants received printed navigation instruction information (two
conditions: best weighted vs. simple nearest landmark), in a turn by turn manner and were asked
to provide feedback about the instruction, after each route segment. The results, respectively the
evaluation scores (mean and standard deviation), were analysed and provided to partners in
order to improve the navigation instruction model.
Regarding the landmark selection approach, the proposed best weighted landmark selection
heuristic delivered promising results and was therefore be used and refined in future iterations.
Heuristic evaluation
Interface prototypes were evaluated according to respective heuristics for usability engineering
to inform interface design and development. For this a heuristic evaluation study was conducted
by two independent experts at AIT, in respect with Jakob Nielsen's 10 general principles for
interaction design (Nielson, 1995)1. Results were communicated to the responsible designer at
Fluidtime, design decisions were discussed and agreed in a face-to-face meeting between
partners.
Quality perception of spoken navigation instructions
In a user study in the lab, we simulated pedestrian navigation tasks (presenting audio navigation
instructions together with pictures at decision points) with 20 participants. We explored quality
and intelligibility of spoken instructions to learn about the most obvious issues and limitations of
such approach before implementing TTS as a PERRON feature. We found out that subjective
quality perception of TTS-generated navigation instructions is affected by speech rate of the
TTS instruction, and TTS intelligibility might affect user experience of landmark approach for
navigation instructions developed in the project. Main implications were discussed with partners
including landmark visibility, TTS limitations and user preferences.
User Experience Evaluation of PERRON
With the fully integrated navigation prototype ready, we invited 28 participants to participate in
a controlled outdoor experience evaluation study in Vienna (Austria). Main goals were to
examine the user experience (UX) of PERRON compared to using GoogleMaps (GM) in a realworld navigation task, navigation performance in the pedestrian navigation task when using
PERRON compared to GM, user preferences regarding the navigation instructions, user
perception of the route quality. Participants had to walk 6 routes, three routes using PERRON
app (see Figure 7) and the other three routes using GoogleMaps (GM) app on a NEXUS 5X
smartphone. Data from 26 participants were taken up to analyze quantitative data from
questionnaires, behavioral observation, and data logging. The sample involved 15 male users
and 11 female users. Average age was 35.08 years (SD= 9.53), reaching from 22 to 54 years.
They all had prior experience in using mobile ITS systems, especially GM.
Regarding the User Experience, differences between PERRON and GM were perceived in the
overall efficiency (error recovery, ease of use). Beside the unfamiliarity with the PERRON app,
participants perceived more need to put efforts into error recovery for navigating with PERRON
than with GM. Concrete usability issues such as inaccurate timing of navigation instructions and
non-visibility of landmarks might have been the main reasons.
1Nielsen,

Jakob. "10 usability heuristics for user interface design." Fremont: Nielsen Norman Group.[Consult. 20 maio 2014].

Disponível na Internet (1995).
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Figure 7: Screenshots of the testroutes with PERRON

Overall PERRON earned positive feedback with user ratings not critically differing from GM
ratings. This outcome can be considered as a very promising result, given the fact that most
participants were using GM app often in daily life.
Regarding perceived route quality within PERRON route quality attributes, we compared the
objective priority of routes attributes with the subjective perceptions of these attributes on each
route. Prioritized attributes across all three routes were the existence of the pedestrian zone, of
sights, and low traffic volume.
Field Trials in Vienna and Magdeburg
In the final phase of the project a field trial was orchestrated to let users interact with PERRON
over a couple of weeks in their daily life. Valuable feedback from 11 users in Vienna and 5
users in Magdeburg revealed strengths and shortcomings of the developed approaches. Via
online survey and E-mail feedback the results were gathered. Altogether 89 online surveys were
filled by participants, of which 72 were correctly completed by 13 users. Final interviews were
conducted at the end of the field phase either face-to-face or via phone. Most important positive
and negative aspects as reported by participants in Vienna and Magdeburg are summarized in
the following.
Usability feedback of PERRON was positive as the app was perceived as being easy to use and
the GUI was clearly and well arranged, no participant had reported serious usage difficulties.
Negative comments were mostly related to the following issues:
• On the map view participants criticized the occasional occurrence of multiple consecutive
and overlapping zebra crossing symbols to indicate a zebra crossing on the road.
• Inaccurate alignment of map view, map turning and not in walking direction.
• TTS was easy to use and spoken instructions were easy to understand, except for proper
names (misspelled by the synthetic voice) and unknown street names.
• GPS inaccuracy compromised the navigation experience as this influenced the timing of
instruction triggering (e.g. GPS localisation in the app is ahead the actual user position
and the subsequent instruction is triggered to early)
• Due to a remaining bug the start and end location switched when navigation was started.
Regarding the routing method, most participants at both sites (13 in total) positively commented
on the possibility to choose among four route qualities. In Magdeburg this aspect was underlined
by the advantage that PERRON provides interesting and novel routes compared to GM which
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“mostly routes on crowded routes, which can be stressful”. Through this kind of routing and
route quality approach pedestrians might be enabled to discover new locations and/or amenities,
as pointed by three users in Vienna. Furthermore, using PERRON might bring advantages for
learning to know paths, shortcuts and passages that otherwise would remain unknown when
using a common routing app. Major issues in relation with the routing method and route quality
were reported and will be of interest in future research attempts.
The LM-based instruction approach was explicitly and positively commented by six participants
in Vienna and one in Magdeburg. The accuracy and information content of the provided
instructions positively assessed (user quotes: “altogether it was accurate”, “orientation involving
monuments is positive”). However, others perceived the length of some instructions as too
demanding in terms of workload and favour a shorter variant, leading to the conclusion that a
universal trade-off between information and complexity might probably not be viable for all.
Hence for future applications it might not make much sense to fixate the amount and type of
sentence parts in the first place, but rather to engage in personalization of navigation instructions
and further investigate individual preferences with regard to different contexts.
Altogether PERRON evaluations generated important and valuable feedback on the potentials
and limitations of the developed approaches. Results were presented and discussed within the
consortium and implications for further improvement and extension were lined out. The small
test areas in Vienna and Magdeburg made long term field evaluations difficult to realize as the
limited test site area prohibits users´ to using the app in their everyday mobility in wider radius.
This might have affected overall experience and app usage, but can be regarded as open work
for future research i.e. extend the test area and acquire larger mobility radius for pedestrians to
reach with PERRON.

6. Potential Impact and Exploitation of Results
This section encapsulates all dissemination and exploitation activities to be conducted in the
course of the project targeting the public in general, stakeholders, key market players and the
scientific community.

6.1 Public and Scientific Dissemination
The project website (www.perron-project.eu) which was created in year 1 has been regularly
updated with project related news and scientific dissemination activities.
Additional activities include the organization of special events related to the topic in scientific
conferences, publication at national and international level in both, proceedings and journals,
oral presentations at conferences and press releases. Furthermore, screenings of potential
dissemination venues and the collection of potential publication topics were undertaken.
A stand-alone demonstrator of the navigation instruction generator has been published online by
AIT and the link2 was disseminated at conferences, in social media, as well through the leaflet
which contains a QR code pointing to this website. This demonstrator (see screenshot in Figure
8) enables users to study the generated navigation instructions in Vienna, Magdeburg (and
Rostock) without the need to install a mobile app and have to physically walk through one of
these cities.

2

http://62.218.164.207:8080/perron
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Figure 8: Navigation Instruction Generator (NIG)

A graph generation web-service, which was developed in the project is planned to be published
after the project end to allow interested persons to upload an OSM file from which the PERRON
pedestrian graph is generated. By this, interested organizations and persons can check the
productivity of the graph generation part by example easily.
A project leaflet (see Figure 9) was produced to distribute the project results at events and
meetings with potential partners and future customers.

Figure 9: PERRON leaflet
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6.1.1 Networking with other EU Projects
Meeting with CAP4ACCESS consortium at ZSI Zentrum für soziale Innovation, Vienna,
Austria (2016-04-21) where Anita Graser presented Enhanced Pedestrian Routing and
Navigation as well as Walkability Assessment of Pedestrian Ways.
Invitation to the 2nd Expert Workshop of the CAP4ACCESS project (2016-09-09) with
discussions about how to compute visibility of landmarks for the routing information. Based on
the estimation of the distance (calculated distance between the wheel chair GPS location and the
landmark coordinates) to the landmark visibility was integrated into the routing.
Markus Straub presented his work on intermodal routing with Ariadne at the Guide2Wear
Project Final Conference, held at University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna,
Austria (2016-06-13)
Partnering with EC H2020 project Optimum to identify potential synergies and improvements
for navigation instructions of multimodal trips. In the upcoming year further collaboration
between the projects (e.g. use of data sources and test users) will be exploited.
Collaboration with the EC H2020 BONVOYAGE project to evaluate potential of interaction and
integration of the projects. The ongoing communication ensured a compatibility of the used
formats for travel solution. The BONVOYAGE infrastructure could be extended with the
services developed within the PERRON project to enrich the solution with better and
personalized footpaths for the last miles of door-to-door travels.
6.1.2 Scientific and Public Dissemination
Publications in Journals:
Gurevsky, E., Kovalev, S., Kovalyov, M. Y. (2015) “Polynomially Solvable Structured
Knapsack Problems with Box Constraints”, under review in European Journal of Operational
Research
Graser, A., & Straub, M. (2015). Improving Navigation: Automated Name Extraction for
Separately Mapped Pedestrian and Cycle Links. GI_Forum ‒ Journal for Geographic
Information Science, 1-2015, 546-556, doi:10.1553/giscience2015s546.
Graser, A. (2016) Integrating open spaces into OpenStreetMap routing graphs for realistic
crossing behavior in pedestrian navigation. GI_Forum ‒ Journal for Geographic Information
Science, 1-2016, 217-230, doi:10.1553/giscience2016_01_s217.
Publications in Magazines:
Olaverri-Monreal, C., Pichler M., Krizek, G., Naumann, S. (2016) Shadow as Route Quality
Parameter in a Pedestrian-Tailored Mobile Application, IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems
Magazine, issue 4, page 15-27, http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7637096/
Naumann, S. (2017) Simensianer testen neue Navi-App für Fußgänger, in “Volksstimme,
Magdeburger Lokalanzeiger“, issue 2017-09-15, page 18
Conference Proceedings:
Naumann, S., Czogalla, O., Kühner, F. (2015) “A Safety Index for Road Crossing”, Future
Active Safety Technology Towards zero traffic accidents, FAST-zero 2015 Symposium,
Gothenburg, Sweden.
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Schwarz, S., Sellitsch, D., Tscheligi, M., Olaverri-Monreal, C. (2015) "Safety in Pedestrian
Navigation: Road Crossing Habits and Route Quality Needs", Future Active Safety Technology
Towards zero traffic accidents, FAST-zero 2015 Symposium, Gothenburg, Sweden.
Graser, A. (2016) Recent Advances and Challenges in the Development of Landmark-based
Pedestrian Navigation Systems using OSM. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference
on Location-Based Services (LBS2016), Vienna, Austria.
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Further scientific journal and conference publications will be submitted after the project end.
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6.2 Commercial Exploitation
Besides on-going networking with national & European (research) projects to identify potential
synergies and improvements, based on already achieved project results, the dialogue with the
market was pushed actively using the existing network of all partners.
Thereby, both existing Fluidtime customers as well as potential partners have been informed
about the scope of the project and its added value. PERRON has been added to the sales
presentation and was also presented on conferences resulting in a request for local
demonstrations for the city of Rostock (Germany). Thus, it can be summarized that the market
feedback generated by these activities has been positive, but no commercial assignments for
specific implementation could be achieved so far.
The following assets have been identified by the project consortium as being valuable for further
exploitation:
• Method for foot path calculation under consideration of quality criteria
• Routing engine for pedestrians optimized for numerous routing modes (besides others also
consideration of safety aspects when crossing the road)
• Methods for the automatic generation of landmark-based navigation instructions
considering specific needs of pedestrians (e.g. orientation towards landmarks, crossing
points) with commonly available open data from OpenStreetMap
• Extension of the native application framework based on the proof-of-concept application
(Android) combining public transport routing, quality weighted footpaths, pedestrian
navigation instructions and support voice-guided navigation
• Methods and techniques for the empirical investigation of pedestrian mobility and
experience aspects (route quality assessment, walkability indicators)
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